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ON SUBDIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS AND DUALITY IN NON-CONVEX OPTIMIZATION •John F. TOLAND
The purpose of this lecture is to give a brief resume" in an abstract setting of some results in the theory of duality for non-convex optimisation which have beenobtained, by the author recently. These results were initially motivated by a pro- We begin by defining the Lagrangian functional £ : V x Y -^ 3R as
Immediate from previous result.
Remarks : We have used the Lagrangian £ to define a dual extremal problem, and not to define a minimax problem equivalent to P . The existence of a saddle-point
the, problem Ju^ = sup Ju. So if J is not bounded above £does not have a sadueV die-point, but nonetheless it can be used to define the dual extremal problem P* as we have shown.
The duality result in theorem 2 is true whether solutions for Por P* exist or not. In our next result' we examine the relationship between solutions of P and of . THEOREM 3 Let $ : V x'v -^ 3R be such that (u,0) = Ju for all u e V .
Suppose that _u is a solution of Pand that p^€ 9$ (0). Then P* solves 9* and . In this context theorems 1, 2 and 3 take the following more specific form :
If F is convex and lover semi-continuous on V , then
and p £3F(_a) , then
Remark : It is clear in this special case -why the extremality conditions E, E' of theorems 3, V are not enough to ensure that a pair (u.,j? ) are solutions of P and ^* respectively. In fact E' holds if and only if p*e3G(u,) n 3F(,u) .
We can make the' following definition. A point u £ V is a critical point of G-F if 3G(u)n3F(u)9 p* for some p* £ .V* .
It is then a natural question to ask if E' is satisfied "by a pair (_a,p )£V x V,
under what circumstances can we be sure that _u is a minimiser for ( 3 . In keeping with our approach throughout this lecture we want the answer in terms of subdifferentials.
THEOREM h Suppose G and F are convex functionals which are such that 3F
and 8G are single-valued and hemi-continuous mappings from V into V . Suppose that u_ £ V is a critical point of G-F in the sense which we have just defined (i.e. 8G(u) = 3F(u)). 
